Triangle Dart League
Captains and Executives meeting 8/2/2018, 7pm, Tavern, Durham
Attendance:
Ben Allred, Gregory Allen, Scott Zentz, Colby Reinhardt, Fulton Strathern, Angela Joines, Matt
Heimbach, Bob Potts
Meeting called to order;
1. Treasury Report: presented by Ben Allard.
Budget shows a nice surplus, two new boards for teams RCH Away and MRDMCR will be
purchased. Rosters for all 8 teams collected.
2. Rules:
Angelia started a discussion about rules. It was agreed (per the current rules) that both teams
would keep a score sheet with two signatures verifying each other’s sheet. Winning team shall
submit ASAP to Matt.
According to the rules if the winning team doesn’t present the score sheet on time or has lost it,
Matt can contact the losing team for the score sheet and the winning team would forfeit the win.
It is also good in case Matt needs to confirm and verify any unreadable marks and notations.
3. Discussion:
Discussion for the 8 teams to be divided in some fashion during the season, primarily because the
lower four teams always stay in the lower tier and the upper four teams always stay in the upper
tier.
Angelia proposed that all 8 teams play each other once. Then in the second round have the upper
tier plays each other twice, and the bottom tier does the same. The tournament could then be
decided on the best win/loss record. A vote took place and it was a deadlock.
4. Ad Hoc Committee:
It was decided that an ad hoc committee be formed and it was voted that Tim Kennedy would
spear head it. Tim will recruit one player from each team (not necessarily the captains) to meet
and discuss ways that the league can have a better schedule where lower tier teams can have more
of a chance. All ideas or plans should be submitted to the executive board.
Meeting adjourned!

